
MAIN

ATTRACTIONS

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (TMNT) Pinball based on Nickelodeon's iconic animated hit television series

In this pinball adventure, players will go to battle as the Turtles fighting villains like Shredder, the Krang and loads of super-powerful mutants 
Features 8 episode modes, 2 multiballs, 2 hurry ups, 1 mini-mode, 3 training modes, 3 wizard modes with multiballs
Premium and LE models feature an interactive custom sculpted TMNT Van, equipped to lock up to 4 balls inside with a mechanical opening/closing side door, 
ready to unleash multiball havoc upon players

Premium and LE models feature an interactive custom sculpted, player-controlled TMNT Glider diverter assembly, giving players the ability to control and 
transport the ball to the flipper of their choice
All TMNT models feature a high speed magnetic spinning pizza disc capable of holding and throwing 3 balls during Ninja Pizza Multiball mayhem
Original 1987 theme music complements the action with custom video scenes and events created exclusively for this pinball experience
Speech callouts from 17 characters to immerse the player into the story
All versions include distinctive hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti

PRO PREM LE

GAME 

FEATURES

LE ONLY

Production limited to 500 machines ✓

Certificate of Authenticity signed by Gary Stern ✓

Designer Autographed collectible featuring signature of game designer John Borg ✓

Sequentially numbered plate ✓

Limited Edition mirrored backglass with stunning and distinctive high definition hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

Limited Edition exclusive Final Battle themed full color high definition decal cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

Limited Edition exclusive inside art blades hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

Upgraded speaker system with 3-channel amplifier ✓

Anti-reflection playfield glass ✓

Shaker motor installed ✓

Custom high gloss Sour Apple Green powder-coated armor and legs ✓

GAME 

FEATURES

Interactive custom sculpted TMNT Van with interior ball lock feature and mechanical side door to unleash 4 balls Turtles into multiball play ✓ ✓

Custom sculpted TMNT Van & horizontal ball stop post at back panel holds one ball in ramp behind Van for 4 ball Turtles multiball start ✓  

Interactive custom sculpted, player-controlled TMNT Glider diverter assembly allows players to choose the ball path on wire ramps ✓ ✓
 

Stop & Score solenoid operated mechanical device holds ball on wire ramps for awards ✓

Custom-sculpted mechanical Krang toy jumps up and down while taunting players throughout game action ✓  ✓

High speed magnetic spinning pizza disc capable of spinning both directions, holding and throwing 3 balls during Ninja Pizza Multiball mayhem ✓ ✓ 

High speed magnetic spinning pizza disc spinning in one direction, capable of holding and throwing 3 balls during Ninja Pizza Multiball mayhem ✓

Ninja Pizza ball lock area staged under stainless steel Dimension X left ramp for 3 - 8 ball multiball ✓ ✓

Ninja Pizza ball lock area staged under stainless steel Dimension X left ramp for 3 - 6 ball multiball ✓

Steel ball shooter entrance ramp feeds right plastic Turtle Power ramp ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Turtle Power right plastic ramp activates Turtle Power Multiball feature and transports balls to upper left flipper for high speed action ✓ ✓ ✓ 

High speed, through backpanel steel ramp with Illuminated Dimension X symbol at ramp entrance ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Center plastic ramp highlights Krang Kombo, Weapon Hurry-up and 1-2-3 Foot Combo features ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Hidden Ninja Training ball lock area activates Training Mode Events ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Up-post diverter mechanisms at top lanes ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Foot spinning target ✓ ✓ ✓ 

3 flippers ✓ ✓ ✓ 

3 pop bumpers ✓ ✓ ✓

1-2-3 Foot Combo feature available once per ball for big points and to defeat the Foot Clan ✓ ✓ ✓

Weapon Hurry-Up feature available after successful Turtle skill shot; completion levels up your Turtle power ✓ ✓ ✓ 

17 RGB software controlled LEDs  ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Color changing general illumination LED lighting ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Start game with player selectable Turtle for special game features and powers ✓ ✓ ✓

Cooperative (Co-op) Mode saves progress, features, and points across all players (up to 4 players) ✓ ✓ ✓

Speech callouts from 17 characters to immerse the player into the story ✓ ✓ ✓

Custom video scenes and events created exclusively for this TMNT pinball experience ✓ ✓ ✓

Original 1987 theme music plus custom 80's tracks for immersive TMNT audio experience ✓ ✓ ✓

BACKGLASS

AND ART

Limited Edition exclusive Final Battle themed full color mirrored backglass and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti  ✓

Premium model features Mouser Invasion themed full color translite and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

Pro model features Lair Invasion and Pizza Run themed full color translite and unique side cabinet hand-drawn artwork by Zombie Yeti ✓

HARDWARE

AND TRIM

Custom high gloss Sour Apple Green powder-coated armor and legs ✓ 

Powder-coated black wrinkle finish side armor, hinges, front lockdown molding and legs ✓ ✓

Powder-coated steel bottom arch ✓ ✓

Plastic molded bottom arch ✓  

Snap-Latch front molding ✓ ✓  ✓

EZ Slide cabinet brackets for smooth and easy playfield access ✓ ✓ ✓

GENERAL

FEATURES

8 standard balls ✓ ✓

6 standard balls ✓

Stereo sound system with 3-channel amplifier ✓ ✓ ✓

Separate treble and bass adjustment ✓ ✓ ✓

CPU mounted line-out audio connector for external amplification ✓ ✓ ✓

Fade adjustment to control front and bottom speaker outputs ✓ ✓ ✓

**subject to adjustment** 
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